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There is a famous fable. It’s about a king who was dumbstruck after granting a wish to a 
beggar, which is in fact a fascinating mathematical riddle. I forget who the king was and 
why he granted the wish but it was so fascinating and challenging that I was determined 
to solve it. The wise beggar asks for rice while the king is jubilant and he grants his wish 
thinking it’s easy, how much can he ask? The request for rice came as follows; take a 
chess board, place a single grain of rice in the first corner square, then double the number 
of rice grains to place it in the second square and the next square and so forth i.e. second 
square gets 2 rice grains, third square 4 rice grains, fourth square 8 rice grains, fifth 
square gets 16 grains of rice etc. in a increasing geometric progression. The king laughed 
and said to his Vazeer please give him the rice. Like the king, I thought this was easy and 
sat down to solve it. I wanted to know how much the beggar had actually asked for. After 
a long struggle I discovered that I did not have the answer. 
  
Then I remembered that my friend Kausar Bashir would certainly solve my problem. A 
visit to his house in the evening was enough. Next morning I had the answer. He gave me 
a mini lecture on the details of weight systems of our sub-continent which in turn became 
even more fascinating exercise for me. For the benefit of the readers let me just mention 
this minor detail. 
6 chawals (grains of actual rice)  = 1 Rati 
8 Rati     = 1 Masha 
12 Masha    = 1 tola 
5 tola     = I chatank 
4 chatank    = 1 pao 
4 pao     = 1 ser 
40 ser     = 1 mun 
The king’s entire kingdom did not have enough rice while we were half way through the 
chess board, counting the rice weight. 
 
I still remember that evening when He was explaining the system to me. One can never 
forget his eyes. Besides the proverbial light or depth one sees in peer’s eyes it was an 
amazing calmness and a silence that at times seemed so loud to me. It is difficult to 
define silence but he possessed that inner silence of a sage. The silence that makes a great 
man. The silence that is synonymous with wisdom of the east where it holds highest place 
and is associated with meditation. To me, Kausar seemed to be in a constant state of 
meditation all his physical life. He was studying and he was teaching and he was silent. 
 
He was always calm, cool, and collected as the proverb goes. Perhaps that is why he was 
never in a rush. He normally had every thing worked out. He knew the way. Perhaps 
that’s why I never ever saw a frown or a hint of disgust, anger or helplessness on his face. 
He was always eager to help and friendly with everyone for the all the twenty five years I 
have known him. There was a certain towering uniqueness about him which is hard to 
explain in words.  



 
His ability to conserve and preserve was most unique. At times his colleagues and friends 
would be awestruck with simplicity in his dress, but then he was a most simple man 
which was difficult to see in a man of his stature. He once showed me his wrist watch 
that he was wearing since his matriculation. A hand winding watch which was in perfect 
working condition even after thirty five years or so and is still with the family. He held 
time. The blue Toyota Corolla that he used to drive since the late seventies well into the 
nineties is equally mind boggling. I am sure he could have afforded another car but it’s 
this unique talent I mentioned which is hard to swallow in this so called modern world 
sick with consumerism. Every hour there is a new product and the promotions lure you 
into it. He fought the sick world in style. 
 
The great Vitruvius prescribed certain pre-requisites for an architect besides the art of 
building buildings. It was Law and even clock making, among other subjects. But 
perhaps the essence of his teachings was that the architect is not just a professional who 
plans and erects buildings but a philosopher with a vision, a sociologist, an economist, a 
political genius and a reformer who directs future generations. Kausar, an architect by 
profession and a teacher by passion, perhaps did not have many buildings to show but he 
had a profound knowledge and master of all the subjects. Perhaps that is why Kausar 
chose to devote his life to education. His mission was to become a part of the 
fountainhead that produces thinkers. Not just assembly line 9-5 school architects but 
humane architects, architects who respond to the needs of its society. And therefore his 
main produce is the numerous thinking architects. 
  
In his last days when I used to visit him in the hospital he held my hand for quite a few 
times. He could not converse but He used to press my hands with short intervals as if he 
was communicating with me in his mysterious silence. He said many things to me 
without speaking. It will take some time until I can decipher his soft pulses. I cannot say 
that we have lost a great man as I think we have actually gained a great man if we can 
drink from the fountain he left behind. 
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